Abstract. 6
In the late 1980s, Parker and Sochacki discovered a method for approximating the solutions 48 to polynomial differential equations based on a modified Picard iteration scheme referred to 49 as the Parker-Sochacki Method. [29] . The early framework allowed theoretic machinery to be 50 applied to ordinary, partial, and integral differential equations [10, 36, 31, 30] . Although able 51 to handle the nonlinear and transcendental functions that cause difficulty for classic Taylor 52 methods, the computation of successive terms of the Taylor polynomials through this modified 53 Picard approach was computationally expensive. priori guarantee that, at any given step, the error of the approximation will remain less than a 64 designated desired error tolerance [40] . For a brief overview of PSM, see Section 2 and [9, 10] .
65
Over the last decade, application and interest in PSM for problems of technological and 66 scientific importance has increased dramatically, including techniques for trajectory propaga- To date, development of PSM for IVODEs has focused largely on fixed step methods 79 [36, 10, 29] . A foundation for an adaptive stepping PSM algorithm similar to RKF and DP 80 could be broadly used to numerically solve a wide class of IVODEs with significant gains.
81
Like RKF and DP, our adaptive PSM algorithm (PSMA) is an explicit one-step method that 82 could represent an engine or base algorithm for future sophisticated IVODE solvers. As work 83 from the AD community developed in parallel with PSM, [18] provided a modern adaptive 84 implementation of AD in ANSI C on Linux that allowed for adaptation in both order and 85 step size. The step size there was similarly derived from an asymptotic error estimate, as 86 done here. In our PSM work, we demonstrate some greater suitability for stiff problems and 87 a broader library that includes transcendental functions.
88
To exploit and advance PSM, a major focus of this research is the development of both 89 the theoretical framework for PSMA and the process for choosing step sizes, which follows in 
104
The major developments and contributions of this research are summarized in the conclu-105 sion in Section 6. Traditionally, using PSM for IVODEs of the form
for a ∈ R and α ∈ R n required (2.1) to be converted to a polynomial system. Following the 111 development of [10] , a polynomial system is an autonomous IVODE of the form 
upon introduction of auxiliary variables,
119
(2.4)
is the first component in the solution of the polynomial system
(2.5d)
The polynomial system (2.5) is determined from (2.3) and straightforward differentiation of 129 (2.4). Also, when implementing PSM, these auxiliary variables are often chosen in such a 130 manner to have significance in the study of the model.
131
Once in polynomial form (2.2), PSM recursively arrives at the power series of x without 132 the need for explicit differentiation using a simple sequence of Cauchy products, (described 133 subsequently in Section 5). For example, in (2.5), Cauchy products for intermediate variables
can be used to calculate the power series of x recursively. The recursions for the coefficients 139 of the series are initialized by the initial conditions in (2.5) and are given by 140
where for notational purposes, it has been assumed that a variable z has a series form of
with c the center of the series.
146
With PSM, the coefficients for the 12 th degree terms in the series for x about t = c 147 can be shown to cost less than a mere 150 multiplications/divisions once the recursions have 148 generated the coefficients through the 11 th degree terms. 
156
Instead of implementing traditional PSM with the polynomial system (2.5), an alternative 157 set of auxiliary variables that use a library of PSM functions developed for this work (see Table   158 A.1 in the appendix; to be explained in Section 5) also may be used to recursively generate 159 the series coefficients for y in (2.3). For example, the auxiliary variables defined by 160 w 1 = −t 2 , w 2 = e −t 2 , w 3 = ye −t 2 , w 4 = sin ye −t 2 , (2.9a)
have series coefficients, centered at c, recursively generated by the list of functions 
173
The bold portions in (2. 
for all c ∈ (a, b) with ξ(t) between c and t. If further, f is real analytic on [a, b], then
For clarity, we continue for a specific value for n noting that the development extends 199 without loss of generality for any n. For each h such that t = c + h ∈ (a, b) , it follows from
200
(3.2) that, for n = 5 e.g.,
201
(3.4) 
Similarly since v matches y through order 5, it is useful to record here and is utilized later 212 in Section 3.4, that
where ξ 2 (h) and ξ 3 (h) are again between c and c + h. The u k and v k in (3.5) and (3.6) 217 represent Taylor coefficients involving derivatives of u and v evaluated at c. We remind the 218 reader that, without loss of generality, the arguments that follow extend to a general degree.
220
Consider a discretization in time for t ∈ [a, b] that is possibly non-uniform in step size.
221
Denote this {t 0 ≡ a, t 1 , . . . , t k , . . . , t N ≡ b} for integer-valued N > 0. We will frequently refer 222 to the arbitrary subinterval [t k , t k+1 ] more explicitly as [t k , t k + h] with arbitrary step size h.
223
Given such a time discretization, an arbitrary explicit numerical scheme for an IVODE of the 224 form (3.1) may be denoted
where ϕ represents the approximate action of f , and w represents an approximate solution
227
to the exact solution y of (3.1), [28] . Interpolation is then typically used to approximate the 228 solution between these nodes if required.
230
To provide a simple example of a function u or v as mentioned in (3.5) or (3.6), we examine 231 the classical Heun method, a 2 nd order RK method, which for an IVODE (3.1) is given by
232
[28] as
233
(3.8)
234
We note that y k in (3.8) does not represent a Taylor coefficient. Under the theoretical assump-
235
tion that there is no error in y k at t k in (3.8), for the Heun method there is a corresponding
238
Upon differentiating (3.9) twice and evaluating v, v , and v at t = t k we see that
The values from (3.10) can be used to show that the Taylor polynomials for y, as defined 244 by (3.1) and centered at t = t k , and v from (3.9), also centered at t = t k , match to second 245 degree. So for a given h, there exists ξ(h) such that (compare to the notation of (3.6))
Evaluating (3.9) at t = t k + h, we also see that
matching the left-hand side of the Heun method (3.8). Under the assumption that y(t k ) is 252 exact, as will be the case in the local truncation error defined below, v (t k + h) in (3.12),
253
and the theoretical equivalent (3.11), is the value provided by Heun's method to approximate 254 y (t k + h). Again, following [28] , for the Heun method (3.8) and a given h, the function ϕ in
255
(3.7) would be
257
For the RK methods used for comparison purposes in this work (RKF and DP), the expressions 258 similar to (3.9) and (3.13) would be more involved. error, denoted τ k+1 (h), in using an explicit one-step numerical method of the form (3.7) to 261 approximate a solution at time t k+1 is 262 (3.14)
Definition (3.14) assumes that y(t k ) and y(t k + h) are exact and contain no error. Also, ϕ 264 as in (3.7) is specific to the numerical method; for example, ϕ is given by (3.13) for Heun's 265 method [28] . While (3.14) defines the error locally, the order of τ k+1 (h) matches the global 266 order of the method [8] .
267
If the coefficients {u k } in (3.5) are found by an algorithm that uses only information at 268 t k and y(t k ), then the expansion in (3.5) becomes
In the above, u(t k + h) is computed from some explicit numerical single-step method and is 271 equivalent to the right-hand side of (3.15), where the final two terms involving ξ 2 and u 5 are 272 related to the local truncation error.
273
We assume at the k th step that y(t k ) would also include error accumulated due to taking 274 multiple steps of the numerical scheme (and roundoff; for this work on our Dell Latitude 3450, 275 machine epsilon is 2.220446049250313 × 10 −16 ) and so, in practice, is instead an approximate 276 value, denotedȳ(t k ). Similarly, {y 0 , y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 } in (3.15) would also be approximate values 277 {ȳ 0 ,ȳ 1 ,ȳ 2 ,ȳ 3 ,ȳ 4 }. We note here again that (3.14) assumes y(t k ) and y(t k + h) are exact and 278 terms involving the bars are not used in the one-step error analysis.
279
Theoretically, using u(t k +h), computed from a numerical method, to approximate y(t k +h) 280 results in a local truncation error from (3.14) of
, and so comparing the numerator in (3.16) with (3.4) for c = t k , we see that
Now if s is a positive scalar, then similar to (3.17), the local truncation error in using
Since the second term of (3.18) is of higher order in h than the first, the majority of the local 290 truncation error for many IVODEs is typically considered to be associated with the first term,
For an estimate of the absolute value of the local truncation error τ k+1 (sh) to be less than 294 some desired error tolerance ε, it would then seem reasonable to require 
where {ȳ 1 ,ȳ 2 ,ȳ 3 , · · · ,ȳ n } represent the Taylor coefficients of the solution to (3.1) centered at 306 t k , but based on the approximation w k to y(t k ), and hence the bar. Note (3.21) is equivalent 307 in theory to the classic higher order Taylor method. The local truncation error defined in 308 (3.14) for (3.21) is
where we remove the bar since we are under the assumption that y(t k ) and y(t k + h) are exact 311 and contain no error. Proceeding as before with n = 4 in (3.21) and using y 0 = y(t k ) and
312
(3.4) with c = t k , we see that (3.22) with (3.4) reduces to
Again, since the second term of (3.23) is higher order in h than the first, the majority of the 315 local truncation error for many IVODEs would typically be associated with the first term.
316
For |τ k+1 (h)| to be less than some designated error tolerance ε, it would seem reasonable to where the ± determines direction.
325
The value of y 5 in (3.26), in practice,ȳ 5 , is computed with a simple recursion through PSM. given by
335
In the case of a system of differential equations, each function would likely produce different 336 h values. The minimum of the h values of all functions in the system at that step is used as 337 the adapted step size. This ensures that the step size is appropriate for all functions in the 338 system to achieve an approximation within the designated error tolerance. Also, if y n+1 = 0, 339 the step size of h becomes problematic. To avoid such potential issues leading to absurdly 340 large step sizes, a maximum step size may be introduced to maintain accuracy. 
where u, v are as introduced earlier, with v the higher-order approximation. Using (3.5) and
348
(3.6), with c = t k , the difference (3.28) reduces to
350
.
Solving (3.29) for (y
From (3.30) we can see that the middle term in (3.20) is equivalent to
which suggests that, for |τ k+1 (sh)| to be roughly less than ε, it would be reasonable to have
or equivalently,
360
Since some penalty must be paid for ignoring higher order terms, the scale s is again generally 361 chosen conservatively; in fact, for RKF, the typical choice is where the endpoint is close enough to the singularity at t = π 2 to cause numerical difficulties.
390
The results follow in was used with each of the adaptive methods. PSMA was able to converge for ε = 10 −13 while 395 ε = 10 −11 was the smallest value of ε for which RKF and DP were able to remain numerically 396 stable. The column labeled "Error" indicates the relative error of the approximation to the 397 solution at the last step in the interval. It is noteworthy that none of the standard RK-based 398 algorithms, nor the PSM fixed step algorithms, were able to achieve the desired accuracy and 399 only PSMA succeeded in (and surpassed) the error tolerance of ε = 10 −11 .
400 Table 4 .1 Singular Example: Comparison of performance in numerical computation of solutions to y = 1 + y 2 on t ∈ [0, 1.57079] , where the true solution becomes singular at π/2. The performance of standard implementations of RK4, RKF, and DP provide bench marks in step count and execution time. Note for RKF and DP to converge, we had to apply a restriction on the minimum step. These should be compared to the same measures of performance for the PSM and PSMA implementations. PSMA did not require a step size restriction. Adaptive methods used a relative local error tolerance of ε = 10 −11 . which is a system that models projectile flight within a polar framework. The particle velocity 432 y 1 (ms −1 ) and the flight path angle y 2 (measured as deviation from the current trajectory) 433 are free variables for the system. The value y 3 is the polar angle measured from initial launch 434 position, and y 4 is the polar radius representing distance in meters from the earth's center.
Method

435
The environmental parameters in the simulation are the earth's gravitational constant, 436 G = 6.67408 × 10 −11 , the density ρ = 1 of air in kilograms per cubic meter, and the mass of 
448
The results in Table 4 .2 suggest that PSMA could be an excellent algorithm for projectile 449 simulations and indicate that time step and order appear to matter in both accuracy and steps. We note also in Table 4 .2, that adaptive algorithms produce a dramatic drop in the 455 number of steps for both PSM and RK schemes. An interesting additional observation is that
456
PSMA was able to run with the local relative error ε near machine precision. The adaptive 457 algorithms of DP and RKF required local relative error tolerances that could not be pushed 458 smaller than ε = 10 −11 and ε = 10 −12 , respectively, without introducing a minimum step size. Table 4 .2 Projectile Example: Comparison of performance in numerical approximation of velocity y1(t = 10) in the two degree of freedom particle flight model.The performance of standard implementations of RK4, RKF, and DP provide bench marks in step count and execution time. These should be compared to the same measures of performance for the PSM and PSM adaptive implementations. Adaptive methods used a relative local error tolerance of ε = 10 −11 . 
459
Method
477
The solution (4.5) increases quickly near its inflection point (t * , 2/3) with
and then rapidly asymptotes towards the equilibrium of y = 1. This is an example of interest 480 since in a neighborhood around t * , the solution changes from being non-stiff to stiff. Hence,
481
this is where classic explicit numerical solvers require recognizably more effort to meet a 482 designated error tolerance. It has also been noted that as α increases, so does the computation 483 costs for these methods in this neighborhood. The value of α may be considered a parameter,
484
and the problem becomes increasingly stiff as α increases. examples and are presented in Table 4 .3. The column labeled "Error" indicates the relative 
502
We again believe that the number of steps is the most significant column in Table 4 .3,
503
and should be stable across interpreted and compiled environments. We see in Table 4 .3 that
504
PSMA at 32 nd order can solve (4.4) with only 12 steps, which is a remarkable one hundredth 505 of the steps taken by DP. PSMA also ran over 30 times faster than DP in that scenario. Also,
506
PSMA order 20 requires 17 steps compared to DP's 1439 and RKF's 1630 steps, respectively.
507
The timings for PSM and PSMA higher order methods continue to impress. Again we mention 508 that while we expect timings to be more stable when implemented in a compiled environment,
509
it is likely that timings would retain a similar ordering. This example indicates that the higher Table   517 A.1 in the appendix for a list of many of the PSM functions derived. The PSM recursions 518 performed by these functions are equivalent to those given by some systems of polynomial 519 differential equations, however they do not require actually forming the polynomial systems.
520
Instead, they require manual decomposition of the IVODEs into a code list form. We see yield an approximation to the solution.
542
We briefly survey some of the basic theory behind PSM, and demonstrate an example 
then y has the expansion
556
If the first n terms of the series for the polynomial system (as an example, the system (2.5) 557 corresponding to the IVODE (2.3)) are known, then the (n + 1) st term can be determined 558 from the right-hand side of the system (see e.g., (2.7)). This computational PSM iterative 559 scheme is a robust extension of the classic power series method.
560
Since the systems are polynomial, there is a need to multiply series with this technique, 
579
We derive expy, by assuming y is expanded as in (5.1) and w similarly as
Differentiating (5.4) and then substituting, (j + 1) y j+1 w n−j .
590
With a slight shift of an index on w, the n th degree Taylor coefficient of w is calculated by
592 Equation (5.8) can be coded as expy. The user merely inputs n, an array with the series 593 coefficients of w to degree n − 1, and an array with the known coefficients of y to at least 594 degree n, and with a Cauchy product the function efficiently outputs the n th degree coefficient 595 of w.
596
Most functions currently included in the library follow a similar development, and as in coefficients of a power series to a desired degree without taking extensive high order derivatives.
612
In Section 3, the theory for regular adaptive stepping and local truncation error is established.
613
The theory used to develop PSMA is adapted from the recognized adaptive methods with be recursively generated to an arbitrary degree. Also included in this section are a sample 647 derivation of the recursion and pseudo-code implementations for the examples of Section 4.
648
All of the functions created during this project are listed in Table A The future of PSMA includes further increasing its computational efficiency by moving 653 from its present Matlab exploratory environment to a compiled platform. Beyond this, and as 654 noted in [31], the Cauchy product framework of PSM makes it well-suited for parallelization.
655
As such, potential gains in parallelizing PSMA will also be an important direction. In addition,
656
PSMA is currently adaptive only in step size, but efficiency could be gained if we could 657 also adapt in order. This is another potential benefit of our methods as compared to RK- xcoeff(k+1) = fkth/(k+1) integrate [f ] while tcurrent < tend do run for full interval 5:
for k ← 1, deg do step through degree % Assemble RHS using parameters 16: f(1) = -A*cd*rho/m*ucoeff(10,k) -G*M*ucoeff(8,k) (4.3a)
17:
f(2) = -G*M*ucoeff(9,k) + ucoeff(6,k) (4.3b)
18:
f(3) = ucoeff(6,k) (4.3c)
19:
f(4) = ucoeff(7,k) (4.3d) 
